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I. INTRODUCTION 

As stated in Samsung’s opening brief, the Commission’s noninfringement 

finding for the ’644 Patent is unsupported by the record and is contrary to the 

proper interpretation of the claims.  When Dr. Min’s testimony is considered in its 

entirety, the Accused Products indisputably [[ ]]  In fact, 

it would be impossible [[ ]] not to occur.  Because the 

Commission erred both legally and factually, its finding of noninfringement should 

be reversed. 

Rather than focus on noninfringement, Apple takes a shotgun approach, 

appealing virtually every issue it lost below.  Apple contends no substantial 

evidence supports the Commission’s rulings, even where the issues were highly 

factual and Apple had the burden of clear and convincing evidence.  As 

demonstrated below, Apple’s appeal lacks merit.  

II. THE COMMISSION ERRED IN ITS TREATMENT OF THE [[  
]] ISSUES 

A. Dr. Min’s Cross-Examination Cannot Support the Commission’s 
Noninfringement Finding 

The Commission committed reversible error by:  (1) applying an incorrect 

construction to the claims that excludes [[  

]]; and/or (2) misinterpreting 34 lines of testimony contrary to the 

substantial evidence. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
MATERIAL OMITTED
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Because of discovery sanctions, Apple’s expert could not testify regarding 

[[ ]] and Samsung’s expert accordingly did not address that issue on direct.  

A3554-55, A10836:14-22.  Therefore, the only evidence that could possibly 

support the noninfringement finding was Dr. Min’s cross-examination.  On direct, 

Dr. Min testified that the Accused Products [[ ]]  A11276:25-81:20.  

He never “gave up,” “surrendered,” “shifted,” or otherwise strayed from that 

testimony on cross.  Instead he affirmed that the Accused Products [[  

]]  A11302:20-24.  When pressed to admit that the Accused Products [[  

]] Dr. Min carefully explained that the Accused Products 

[[  

]]  A11302:20-A11303:15.  The fact that the 

Accused Products also [[ ]] does not change the fact that 

they [[ ]] 

During the Investigation, Apple did not dispute that the Accused Products 

[[ ]]  The Commission was the first to 

contend that the accused products [[ ]]  A94-95.  There is 

nothing in the record, however, to support the Commission’s position.  As 

demonstrated below, Dr. Min unwaveringly testified that the Accused Products 

[[  

]]  A11302:6-03:15.  

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Dr. Min's Cross Examination Proper Reading of Cross Examination 
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Dr. Min's Cross Examination Proper Reading of Cross Examination 

Contrary to the Commission's noninfringement finding, Dr. Min did not 

shift or surrender anything. He consistently testified that the Accused Products 

[ ]] and then [ 

- ]] 

B. The Other Arguments Are Unavailing 

Nothing else in the record can save the Commission's finding. Attempting 

to frame the argument as factual, not legal, the Commission contends that a [Ill 
] Mr. 

5 
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Hillebrand.1 Commission Br. at 45-46. The Commission argues the [ 

] -but cites 

no evidence for this new conclusory argument. Id. A [ 

]] It does not change the fact that the 

[ 

]] still applies. 

The Hillebrand testimony confirms Dr. Min's testimony [ 

]] 

without discussion of the [ ] Dr. Min is the only expert to testify 

about this issue, explaining that [ 

]] 

A11271: 13-88:6. The Hillebrand testimony does not state that the [ 

] Nor did Mr. Hillebrand testify that the 

Accused Products [ 

], as the Commission contends (see 

Commission Br. at 43-44). A11058:24-59:6. 

6 
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Finally, the Commission incorrectly contends that neither Samsung nor Dr. 

Min identified the source code that [[ ]]  See Commission Br. at 45.  

The source code and Dr. Min’s associated testimony are identified in Samsung’s 

brief at 23-30.  See also A05508-05512; A07782-85; A10752:11-53:10; 

A10769:13-70:20; A10771:13-73:23; A10805:1-807:1-20; A10810:10-12; 

A15008-19; A15092-94; A15148-50.  When Dr. Min testified he could not point to 

source code that [[  

]]  A11302:13-24.  This 

understanding is confirmed by Dr. Min’s prior testimony regarding the source 

code.  See, e.g., A10752:11-53:10; A10769:13-70:20; A10771:13-73:23; 

A10805:1-807:1-20; A10810:10-12. 

C. Samsung Was Harmed by the Commission’s Repeated 
Evidentiary Errors 

The Commission committed clear error when it did not overturn the ALJ’s 

decisions to: (1) preclude Samsung from offering expert testimony to rebut Apple’s 

late-disclosed non-infringement arguments; (2) allow Apple to cross-examine Dr. 

Min on those subjects; and (3) preclude Samsung from offering doctrine of 

equivalents opinions regarding the very subject matter on which the ALJ permitted 

cross-examination.  The cases the Commission cites are not applicable here and do 

not support the proposition that doctrine of equivalents must be raised in direct.   

CONFIDENTIAL 
MATERIAL OMITTED
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The ALI's Order 86 and his statements during the Hearing confirmed that: 

(1) if Samsung did not open the door to the[-]] issues, the ALJ would 

not permit Apple to cross-examine Dr. Min~ and (2) if the door were opened, Dr. 

Min would be permitted to respond to the late-disclosed arguments. Although 

Samsung relied on this, carefully avoiding eliciting testimony concerning [ • 

• ]] Apple was inexplicably permitted to cross Dr. Min on that issue. When 

Samsung attempted to address this issue on redirect, it was precluded from doing 

so. A10834:16-36:13. 

Samsung was unfairly prejudiced by Apple's failure to disclose its [. 

] non-infringement arguments and the ALI's decision to allow Apple 

to cross-examine Dr. Min on that issue without permitting Samsung to introduce 

the testimony, including opinions on DOE, that it would have elicited from Dr. 

Min on direct had it known that defense was in play. Although the ALJ purported 

to sanction Apple by precluding the [-]] testimony, it was Samsung that 

was prejudiced when Apple was allowed to introduce that testimony and Samsung 

was not permitted to respond. 

D. Samsung Did Not Waive Its Claim Construction Arguments for 
"Extracting" 

Apple and the Commission incorrectly assert wmver as to the proper 

construction of "extracting a 60-bit rate-matched block." Commission Br. at 33-

34~ Apple Br. at 43. To the contrary, Samsung consistently asserted that this 

8 
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phrase should be given its plain and ordinary meaning, and that it should not 

preclude additional steps, which is the precise argument made here on Appeal.  

A05251-55.   

The construction of this claim element did not become an issue until the ALJ 

found noninfringement by improperly interpreting the claims [[ ]] 

despite the use of the open-ended term, “comprising.”  Samsung consequently 

raised this issue in its Petition for Review.  A05251-55.  The Commission Opinion, 

unlike the Initial Determination, focused specifically on the term “extracting,” 

alone.  A00093-96.  In response to the Commission’s request for the proper 

construction of “extracting,” Samsung proposed “processing to obtain or derive,” 

which Samsung continues to believe is the proper construction, should that term 

need construction.2  A05502-08.  The inquiry Samsung raises in this appeal is 

whether the Commission’s construction excludes the additional steps of 

[[ ]] regardless of the words used in the construction.  

This is the same argument Samsung made throughout the Investigation.   

III. APPLE’S ALTERNATIVE GROUNDS HAVE NO MERIT 

Apple takes a shotgun approach, raising numerous new issues for which it 

had the burden of proof at the ITC.  Apple identifies no sound basis for the Federal 

                                           
2   How the Commission concluded Samsung’s proposed construction would 

cover “inserting” (Commission Br. at 38) is unclear, as the terms “processing” and 
"processing to obtain or derive" in no way imply insertion. Id. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
MATERIAL OMITTED
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Circuit to overturn the Commission's findings on these issues, and indeed, it 

should not. 

For many issues, Apple faced an elevated clear and convincing burden of 

proof, and now faces an even higher standard of review on appeal. See In re 

Hotels. com, L.P., 573 F.3d 1300, 1302 (Fed. Cir. 2009) ("the review for support by 

substantial evidence must take this heightened burden into account"). 

A. Samsung Did Not Waive Any Arguments 

Apple incorrectly argues Samsung waived arguments by failing to appeal the 

ALJ's finding of noninfringement for the claim terms "generating 90 coded bits by 

rate-dematching the rate matched block," and "decoding the coded bits at a coding 

rate of 113." Notably, the Commission makes no such argument. In fact, these 

issues are addressed on pages 52-54 of Appellants ' brief. Once the claims are 

properly construed and the facts properly applied, those limitations are also met. 

B. The Commission Properly Concluded That [ 
]] "Outputting the Control Informa 
Specific CRC" 

Apple incorrectly argues the Commission improperly 

]] in the limitation "outputting the control information 

by checking the UE-ID Specific CRC." The Commission correctly found that the 

ALJ erred in his analysis in light of Samsung's briefing on the subject. A05255-

5257. As the Commission concluded, [ 

10 
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]]  A0098.  The [[  

 

]] Id.  [[  

]].  Moreover, the claims and specification do not support Apple’s new 

(and hence, waived) argument that the specification supports checking a masked 

CRC.  See A4467-68 (failing to argue the specification requires checking a masked 

CRC); A5255-57; A6012 (8:5-9) (describing demasking occurring before 

checking).  As the Commission correctly found, [[ ]]  A00098. 

C. The Named Inventors Are the True Inventors of the ‘644 Patent 

Apple concedes that derivation requires proof by clear and convincing 

evidence that Siemens both:  1) conceived of the invention before Samsung; and 2) 

communicated that invention to Samsung.  Gambro Lundia AB v. Baxter 

Healthcare Corp., 110 F. 3d 1573, 1576 (Fed. Cir. 1997).  Neither prong is met. 

1. Siemens Did Not Invent the ‘644 Subject Matter 

Apple argues that the Commission erred by finding Siemens did not invent 

the claimed subject matter of the ’644 Patent based on its conclusion that Siemens 

did not know the claimed identical rate matching pattern.  Apple contends it need 

only have proved that the invention was obvious.  Apple is incorrect, as the 

Commission explicitly found the invention was not obvious.  A00099-101. 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Apple ignores the fact that the ALJ and Commission considered and rejected 

these arguments.  A0011-101; A00523-545.  Notably, the Commission stated:  

“We conclude that the inventions disclosed in the Siemens references are not the 

same as the invention in the ’644 Patent, for the reasons discussed above in 

connection with Apple’s obviousness contentions.”  A00101; see also evidence 

showing nonobviousness: A00099-100; A04205-4209; A15445-15449; 

A10312:10-15; A13034:1-10; A13029:16-32:5; A13038:7-39:7; A14229 (Siemens 

proposal stating “rate matching pattern needs to be clarified,” showing that 

Siemens could not develop the pattern developed by the ’644 inventors).  The 

Commission further found “not only” was the rate matching pattern not derived by 

Siemens, “but there is evidence that Siemens had actually tried and failed to 

develop an optimal rate-matching pattern for use in E-AGCH transmissions.”  

A00101.   

Moreover, the Commission and ALJ conducted a thorough obviousness 

analysis with respect to the same references Apple now cites and concluded the 

’644 Patent was not obvious, a finding Apple does not appeal.  A00099-100; 

A00545-559.  Indeed, the Commission found the claims were not obvious for “at 

least” two reasons:  1) the Siemens’ proposal was directed to encoding scheduling 

grant information at a base station; and 2) the rate-matching pattern was not 
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present. Id.  Finally, Apple admits there are other elements of the claim, such as a 

“6-bit absolute grant” not present in the cited art. Apple Br. at 50 n.12. 

2. The ‘644 Inventors Could Not Have Learned about the 
Invention from Siemens 

Apple’s assertion that there is “no dispute that Siemens disclosed its 

inventive ideas to the named inventors” is unsupported.  Samsung set forth, and the 

ALJ and Commission considered, all of the reasons why Siemens could not and 

did not communicate the invention to Samsung.  A0100-101; A00523-545.  The 

proposals Apple cites did not even relate to the ‘644 invention.  Id.  Moreover, the 

inventors [[ ]] to arrive at the ‘644 

invention themselves.  Id.; A04209-212; A10288:4-292:15; A10312:10-15, 

A10375:4-7. 

D. The ‘644 Inventors Did Not Engage in Standards-Setting Abuse 

The Commission properly held Apple failed to meet its burden of proving its 

equitable defenses of implied waiver, unclean hands, and estoppel.  Recognizing 

that accepted legal and equitable doctrines for unenforceability require proof of 

intentional bad faith conduct – which does not exist here – Apple invents a new 

defense with no grounding in any statute or common law rule: unenforceability 

based on alleged “standard-setting violations.”  That defense is contrary to this 

Court’s precedent and, as presented, is at odds with ETSI’s policies and the 

practices of its members.  Apple mischaracterizes the applicable disclosure 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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obligations, misstates the facts concerning Samsung’s IPR disclosures, and ignores 

the more than 30 licenses Samsung entered into with respect to its declared 

essential patents, as well as Samsung’s repeated attempts to license Apple to those 

patents, including on terms better than Apple itself said were FRAND.  Apple’s 

novel unenforceability defense should be rejected.   

Apple contends the ’644 Patent should have been held unenforceable 

because the inventors urged the 3GPP working group to adopt their rate matching 

pattern over a competing Motorola proposal without disclosing that Samsung 

allegedly had patent applications covering that pattern.  Apple Br. at 32, 56-57.  

This argument is unavailing.   

First, Apple introduced no evidence that the confidential Korean patent 

applications pending at the time of the proposals3 contained a single claim that 

should have led Samsung to conclude that one or more of these applications might 

be essential if the proposals were adopted, let alone that Samsung actually made 

such a determination and nevertheless failed to disclose those applications.  Apple 

did not put the Korean patent applications in evidence and its own expert, Dr. 

Michael Walker, then Chair of the ETSI Board, did not bother to review them.  

A11429.   

                                           
3   Apple fails to mention that neither the ’644 Patent nor any underlying 

U.S. application even existed at the time of standardization.   
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Apple's position appears to be that because Samsung later decided to submit 

to ETSI an IPR declaration form disclosing numerous patents and applications 

including those in the family of the '644 Patent, Samsung must have recognized at 

the earlier time when the proposals were pending that the original Korean patent 

applications might be essential to those standards and opted not to disclose them. 

Apple Br. at 55-57. Apple offers no evidence to support this speculative 

assertion.4 Indeed, Dr. Walker admitted that "without having looked at the actual 

claims of the Korean patent applications," he could not "say for sure whether 

anyone at Samsung had attempted to claim the subject matter that is now, in [his] 

view, essential or likely to be essential to the UMTS standard." A 114 3 2. 5 See 

Rambus Inc. v. Injineon Techs. AG, 318 F.3d 1081, 1105 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (finding 

no breach of disclosure duty where patentee had no pending patent applications 

during standardization period that covered standard). 

Second, although Apple asserts Samsung was required to disclose pending 

Korean patent applications to the 3GPP working group before its proposals were 

4 Apple offered no evidence that any of the Korean patent applications had 
been published or otherwise lost their confidential status at the time the proposals 
were pending such that they might be "IPRs" within the meaning of the ETSI IPR 
Policy. A15872 ("For the avoidance of doubt rights relating to get-up, confidential 
information, trade secrets or the like are excluded from the definition ofiPR."). 

15 
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adopted, the ETSI IPR Policy does not require disclosure to 3GPP; such 

disclosures are to be made to ETSI.  A15869[Cl.4.1]; A14239.  Dr. Walker 

recognized this, conceding that in his 25 years of experience, he could not recall a 

single participant in a 3GPP technical meeting “ever having made a declaration 

about an IPR in a submission.”  A11414-15.  In any event, ETSI’s own documents 

demonstrate that 3GPP technical meetings are not an appropriate place to discuss 

IPR.  A15885[Cl.4.1].   

The ETSI IPR Policy does not require disclosure of an IPR “before” a 

related proposal is adopted without regard to facts and circumstances, and Apple 

offered no evidence that any member of ETSI had ever interpreted the policy that 

way.  The policy requires members to “use [] reasonable endeavours to timely 

inform ETSI of ESSENTIAL IPRs [they] become[] aware of.  In particular, a 

MEMBER submitting a technical proposal for a STANDARD shall, on a bona 

fide basis, draw the attention of ETSI to any of that MEMBER’s IPR which might 

be ESSENTIAL if that proposal is adopted.”  A15869[Cl.4.1]. 

Apple’s interpretation ignores the language requiring “reasonable 

endeavors” with respect to IPRs that the member has “become aware” are essential 

or might become essential “if that proposal is adopted,” not to mention the “bona 

fide basis” language.  The word “before” does not even appear in the policy, and it 

was undisputed that ETSI, a consensus-driven body, had never been able to agree 
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on a definition of “timely.”  A15878.  As Dr. Walker conceded, ETSI only 

“provides guidelines” for disclosure and expects companies to make “reasonable 

endeavours” to disclose IPRs.  A11408-09.  Dr. Walker further admitted that 

ETSI’s rules do not sanction any member for an untimely disclosure unless it arises 

from “intentional delay,” and that he could not recall any instances in which ETSI 

took action against a member for untimely disclosure of an IPR.  A11405-406.6  

Apple made no attempt to show that Samsung failed to use “reasonable 

endeavors to timely inform” ETSI of the Korean patent applications underlying 

the ’644 Patent or that it otherwise failed to disclose those applications on a bona 

fide basis.  Apple also offered no evidence that the Korean patent applications 

were in fact essential or that anyone at Samsung with authority for making IPR 

declarations thought they were at the relevant times.   

Although Dr. Walker acknowledged IPR declarations must be signed by 

executives with power to bind their companies (A11411-12; A15472) and that 

several layers of management may exist between engineers at technical meetings 

                                           
6   Dr. Walker testified that the ETSI IPR Policy “suggests that [disclosure] 

has to happen before the proposal is actually adopted.”  A11363.  Although Apple 
attempts to twist this “suggestion” into a categorical rule (Apple Br. at 56), Apple 
conceded that Dr. Walker is not an expert on law, let alone the French law that 
governs the ETSI IPR Policy (A00729; A11397-99), and thus waived any 
argument that his analysis of the policy should override its plain meaning as well 
as the undisputed evidence of how members interpret that policy.  A11315; 
A11397-98. 
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and those executives (A11413-14), Apple introduced no evidence regarding the 

reasonableness of Samsung’s internal procedures for declaring IPRs, particularly 

during the 26-day window between Samsung’s submission of the proposal Apple 

contends “relates” to the ‘644 Patent and its adoption.  A04312.  

Third, Apple has not identified any legal or equitable doctrine that would 

require a tribunal to automatically render a patent unenforceable as a result of such 

a violation and, as the Commission concluded, failed to prove “any recognized 

affirmative defenses” such as equitable estoppel, laches, or fraud.  A00066.   

Apple relies primarily on Qualcomm Inc. v. Broadcom Corp., 548 F.3d 1004, 

1012 (Fed. Cir. 2008), in which this Court held the district court had not abused its 

discretion in holding patents unenforceable under the doctrine of implied waiver 

where the patent owner had executed a “carefully orchestrated plan” with “deadly 

determination . . . to achieve its goal of holding hostage the entire industry 

desiring to practice the H.264 standard by insulating its IPR from the JVT.”  Id. at 

1009-10 (emphasis added); see also Qualcomm Inc. v. Broadcom Corp., 539 F. 

Supp. 2d 1214, 1227-49 (S.D. Cal. 2007).  Indeed, the Court found the patent 

owner had intentionally concealed its participation in the JVT standards body 

during the development of the H.264 standard through false testimony and 

misconduct by counsel.  Id. at 1009-10.  The Court then determined that this 
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“intentional” concealment of patents induced a reasonable belief that the patent 

owner did not intend to later enforce any existing patent rights.  Id. at 1020-21.   

Apple’s assertion that the facts of this case are more “egregious” than that of 

Broadcom is astonishing.  For one, the IPR policies and disclosure requirements 

for JVT—the standards body at issue in Broadcom—are markedly different from 

ETSI’s.  JVT requires “royalty-free” standards and members must attach IPR 

disclosure forms to their technical proposals.  Broadcom, 548 F.3d at 1012 n.2.  

Unlike JVT, ETSI does not require this and “seeks a balance between the needs of 

standardization for public use . . . and the rights of the owners of IPRs” and 

specifically states as a policy objective that “IPR holders . . . should be adequately 

and fairly rewarded for the use of their IPRs in the implementation of standards.”  

A15869.  Not only are royalty-bearing licenses on FRAND terms and conditions 

an expected and desired result of the ETSI standardization process, but participants 

are prohibited from discussing IPR issues, including whether a proposal is 

encumbered, during technical meetings.  A15876[Cl.1.4]; A15885[Cl.4.1].7   

Apple offers no evidence of any intentional, bad faith conduct by Samsung, 

let alone a carefully orchestrated plan to hold hostage the members of the 

                                           
7  Apple's suggestion that ETSI would have adopted a different potentially 

royalty-free technical proposal had it known that Samsung had filed the patent 
applications underlying the '644 Patent is both unsupported and contrary to the 
undisputed way ETSI works. 
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telecommunications industry wishing to practice the ETSI UMTS standard.  Dr. 

Walker admitted he was not accusing Samsung of “intentionally delaying” 

disclosure and was not offering the opinion that Samsung’s conduct constituted a 

“Violation” of the policy as defined in Section 14.  A11403-04; A11418.  Indeed, 

neither ETSI, nor any ETSI member (including Apple), had ever objected to the 

timeliness of Samsung’s or any other member’s IPR disclosures pursuant to ETSI’s 

IPR Policy, including with respect to the ’644 Patent family.  A15872[Cl.14]; 

A15886[Cl.4.3].   

Moreover, Apple did not dispute that: 1) in 1998, Samsung had declared to 

ETSI that it was prepared to grant FRAND licenses under any patents that might 

be essential to the UTMS standard; 2) Samsung later submitted declarations 

making the same pledge for the ’644 and ’348 families of patents (A15472-88); 

and 3) Samsung had voluntarily licensed its declared essential patents to more than 

30 companies including close competitors (A00084; A14086) and had repeatedly 

offered to license Apple under them (A00071-77; A14082-86; A14144; A14147-

49).  

Such actions are fundamentally at odds with any plan to hold the industry 

hostage, like that of Broadcom or Rambus, and properly led the Commission to 

conclude Samsung’s conduct did not warrant the draconian sanction of 

unenforceability.  In doing so, the Commission did not abuse its discretion. 
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As for Apple’s citation of testimony from Mr. Lee as evidence of an alleged 

company policy to delay disclosure of essential IPR (Apple Br. at 55), Apple failed 

to reveal that Mr. Lee explained:  “When the standard is not determined, you 

cannot know if the patent is essential or not.”  A16708.  Mr. Lee’s testimony 

reflects the obvious difficulty that companies have in ascertaining whether a 

particular patent application is likely to be essential when prosecution is ongoing 

and the standard is changing (A11429-31), and given the expected avoidance of 

over-declaration.  Apple offered no evidence that anyone at Samsung, including 

Mr. Lee, recognized that one or more of the Korean patent applications underlying 

the ’644 Patent contained a claim that might be essential if a specific Samsung 

proposal were adopted, particularly during the 26-day window when those 

proposals were pending.  A11391-95; A15966; A16110.  The remaining evidence 

Apple cites underscores that Samsung sought to develop high quality technologies, 

consistent with the stated goals of the ETSI IPR Policy.  A15591-92; A16350-51; 

A15869[Cl.3.1]. 

E. The ‘644 Inventors Did Not Commit Inequitable Conduct 

Apple argues that the ‘644 Patent should be held unenforceable for 

inequitable conduct because the inventors allegedly failed to disclose certain 

references to the patent office. Apple Br. at 59-62.  But Apple does not come close 

to meeting the “but for” materiality standard of Therasense, particularly when the 
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alleged Commission error is analyzed for substantial evidence.  Therasense, Inc. v. 

Becton, Dickinson & Co., 649 F.3d 1276, 1291 (Fed. Cir. 2011) (en banc).  Apple 

never argued that the cited references anticipated the claims, and both the ALJ and 

the Commission rejected the assertion that the cited references render the claims 

obvious.  See A00099-100; A00523-545; Sec. C, supra. This is far from the level 

of materiality necessary to show that “but for” the fact that the cited references 

were not before the patent office, the patent would not have issued. 

Nor can Apple show that the Commission’s finding of no “intent” was 

wrong because, as Samsung showed, there is no evidence of any intent to deceive 

the PTO.  A4215-16; A10293:3-16; A10305:13-18.  The Commission’s failure to 

discuss specific evidence is not error when none of the evidence Apple cites shows 

intent to deceive the PTO.  At best, the evidence cited by Apple shows that the 

’644 inventors considered information available to them, and realized that the state 

of the art required advancements – the advancements the ‘644 inventors described. 

F. The ’644 Patent Is Not Exhausted 

The Commission correctly determined that Samsung’s rights in the ’644 

Patent were not exhausted through Samsung’s [[ ]] 

because Apple introduced no evidence [[  

CONFIDENTIAL 
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] 
8 AOO 103. The Commission adopted the ALJ' s reasoning. 

A00719-720. 

On appeal, Apple does not challenge the ALI's finding that [ 

]] and 

thus waives that argument, which itself precludes reversal on the issue of patent 

exhaustion. Apple admitted that it [ 

] (A00709-10; A16227-28; A14134) and 

introduced no evidence that [ 

]. A00719-20; A15607[Cl. 3.3]. Although Apple 

contended [ ]], Apple [-

]] Accordingly, 

given that [ 

- ]], the Commission correctly concluded Apple had not met its burden of 

provmg that its purchases from 

]] A15620; A15632[Cl.6.4].9 

8 does not appeal the Commission's conclusion that Samsung's 
] does not exhaust the '644 Patent. A00084-86; Apple 

23 
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Apple's patent exhaustion defense also fails because Apple 

] as this Court recently confirmed is 

required. Ninestar Tech. Co., Ltd. v. Int'l Trade Comm 'n, 667 F.3d 1373, 1378 

(Fed. Cir. 2012). [ 

] A10985-1003. 

Apple's argument that [ ] eliminates the 

territoriality restriction is contrary to law. This Court has held that "foreign sales 

can never occur under a United States patent." Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd. v. Jazz 

Photo Corp, 394 F.3d 1368, 1376 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (no suggestion of exception for 

[ ]). A foreign sale does not implicate a United States patent 

because infringing uses "must occur in the country where the patent is 

enforceable." Fujifilm Corp. v. Benun, 605 F.3d 1366, 1372 (Fed. Cir. 2010). 

Contrary to Apple's assertions, Tessera, Inc. v. Int'l Trade Comm 'n does not hold 

24 
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otherwise – territoriality was not disputed in that case.  646 F.3d 1357, 1371-72 

(Fed. Cir. 2011).10 

Nor did the Supreme Court’s holding in Kirtsaeng v. John Wiley & Sons, 

Inc., 133 S. Ct. 1351 (2013), eliminate the territoriality requirement for patent 

exhaustion.   Kirtsaeng only related to the first sale doctrine in copyright law.  Id.  

at 1355-57.  The Supreme Court found that the statutory language and history of 

the relevant law did not require territoriality, based in part on the fact that the 

common law first sale doctrine for copyrights did not consider geographic location 

of sale.  Id. at 1363-64.  Patent exhaustion, in contrast, has always required a sale 

within the United States.  See Boesch v. Graff, 133 U.S. 697, 703 (1890).  Notably, 

the Supreme Court declined the opportunity to review this Court’s holding in 

Ninestar and eliminate the territoriality requirement for patent exhaustion.  

Ninestar Tech. Co., Ltd. v. Int’l Trade Comm’n, 133 S. Ct. 1656 (2013). 

Apple’s claim that [[  

]] is also without merit.  Apple cites no case where [[  

                                           
10   Numerous district courts have interpreted this Court’s holdings to 

establish a strict territoriality requirement even in the face of [[  
]].  E.g., LaserDynamics, Inc. v. Quanta Storage Am., Inc., No. 2:06-CV-

348-TJW-CE, 2009 WL 3763444, at *1 (E.D. Tex. June 29, 2009), rev’d on other 
grounds, 693 F.3d 51 (Fed. Cir. 2012); MedImmune, LLC v. PDL BioPharma, Inc., 
No. 08-cv-5590, 2011 WL 61191, at *17 n.13 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 7, 2011).  To the 
extent the district court cases Apple cites suggest a contrary result, they are not 
binding on this Court.   
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]] without more, qualified as a sale within the 

United States.11  Rather, this Court has consistently found that “essential activities” 

include contracting and performance.  E.g., Transocean Offshore Deepwater 

Drilling, Inc. v. Maersk Contractors USA, Inc., 617 F.3d 1296, 1310 (Fed. Cir. 

2010); MEMC Elec. Materials, Inc. v. Mitsubishi Materials Silicon Corp., 420 

F.3d 1369, 1377 (Fed. Cir. 2005).  District courts have interpreted these holdings 

to mean that a sale is not within the United States when a product is shipped from 

and delivered to locations outside of the United States.  Lake Cherokee Hard Drive 

Techs., L.L.C. v. Marvell Semiconductor, Inc., No. 2:10-cv-216-JRG, 2013 WL 

4054915, at *3 (E.D. Tex. Aug. 6, 2013); Cornell Research Found., Inc. v. 

Hewlett-Packard Co., No. 5:01-cv-1974, 2007 WL 4349135, at *51 (N.D.N.Y. Jan. 

31, 2007); Minebea Co., Ltd. v. Papst, 444 F. Supp. 2d 68, 146 (D.D.C. 2006).  

Here, it is undisputed that [[  

 

]]  

A10985-1003; A14135-38.  Furthermore, [[  

 

 

                                           
11 Litecubes, LLC v. N. Light Prods., Inc., 523 F.3d 1353, 1370-71 (Fed. Cir. 

2008), merely held that components need not be supplied from the United States.  
There was no dispute that delivery occurred in the United States. 
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]]  

A10993-99.  Based on these facts, the Commission properly concluded that 

[[ ]] 

G. An Exclusion Order Is the Proper Remedy for Apple’s Failure to 
License the ’644 Patent 

The Commission properly rejected Apple’s claims that Samsung’s 

commitment to standards-setting organizations precluded an exclusionary remedy 

for the ’644 Patent.  As the Commission noted, Apple identified no per se rule 

barring the ITC from issuing an exclusion order on a FRAND-encumbered patent.  

A00064-66.  In particular, the Commission noted that ETSI’s IPR policy does not 

prohibit patent owners from seeking injunctive relief, and that several attempts to 

add such language have failed.  A00065-66; A11450-51.   

Although Samsung does not dispute that exclusionary relief ought to be a 

last resort when declared essential patents are asserted, it cannot be the case that an 

accused infringer can avoid the ITC’s statutory mandate by simply raising FRAND 

concerns while refusing to “engage in an impartial and honest Essential IPR 

licensing negotiation process,” as ETSI expects of its members.  A15886.  As 

described below, that is exactly what the Commission concluded Apple did here.    

Apple’s citation to opinions from other courts denying injunctions on 

FRAND-encumbered patents have no bearing on the Commission’s determination.  
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Such cases are not binding on this Court or the Commission and largely relate to 

different standards-setting organizations with different rules, policies, and 

objectives, such as ITU, IEEE, and JEDEC. No statute or other precedent requires 

the lTC to deny an exclusion order simply because monetary remedies would be 

adequate before a district court. A00069-70. 

To the extent the '644 Patent is subject to a FRAND licensing 

commitment, 12 the Commission also correctly determined that Apple had failed to 

show that Samsung did not satisfy that obligation. A00071-82. Over the course of 

three years, beginning before the underlying Investigation was commenced, 

Samsung sought in good faith to license its UMTS patents, including the '644 

Patent, to Apple on FRAND terms and conditions. A00072-77. Apple rejected 

every offer and never made any serious counter-offer. !d. Although Apple's brief 

refers only to certain unilateral license offers proposing [ 

]], Apple conspicuously fails to mention Samsung's December 

2012 proposal for [ 

12 Samsung's declarations to ETSI-based on the standard ETSI form
require FRAND licensing ((to the extent that the IPRs remain ESSENTIAL." 
A15472. Apple's reliance on the actual essentiality of the '644 patent for the 
purposes of its FRAND defenses · contradicts its simultaneous assertion that 

28 
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]]  

A00077; A14082-86; A14144; A14147-49.   

Apple’s rejection of license terms that it previously suggested were FRAND, 

combined with its refusal to make a counteroffer or otherwise reasonably engage in 

further licensing negotiations, confirms that Apple is not negotiating in good faith, 

and does not intend to license Samsung’s patents unless compelled to do so.  

A00080-81.  It was this inexplicable unwillingness to license on any terms that 

prompted the Commission to characterize Apple’s approach as “reverse patent 

holdup” in which “an implementer utilizes declared-essential technology without 

compensation to the patent owner under the guise that the patent owner’s offers to 

license were not fair or reasonable.”  A00081.  Even Apple’s cases agree that 

exclusionary relief is appropriate in these circumstances.  See Apple, Inc. v. 

Motorola, Inc., 869 F. Supp. 2d 901, 914 (N.D. Ill. 2012). 

Unable to demonstrate that Samsung is not entitled to exclusionary relief as 

a matter of law, Apple contends that a remand with respect to the ’644 Patent 

would be futile because the USTR would likely veto an exclusion order if granted, 

as it did for Samsung’s ’348 Patent.  As an initial matter, Apple cannot ask this 

Court to usurp the function of the executive to conduct policy evaluations of 

Commission determinations by denying relief that is otherwise appropriate under 
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the ITC’s statutory mandate and this Court’s precedent.  Moreover, Apple 

overstates the USTR’s position with respect to the ‘348 Patent.   

The USTR did not conclude that exclusion orders are never appropriate for 

declared essential patents; rather, the USTR stated that “whether public interest 

considerations counsel against a particular exclusion order depends on the specific 

circumstances at issue,” such as the infringer’s refusal to take a FRAND license.  

A05999 (emphasis added).  The USTR’s disapproval of the ’348 Patent exclusion 

order was based on the lack of “a comprehensive factual record” and “explicit 

findings” regarding issues such as “the presence or absence of patent hold-up or 

reverse hold-up.”  A06000.  Any deficiencies in the record or the Commission’s 

findings can be easily addressed on remand, allowing the USTR to confirm that 

standards-related concerns have been adequately considered, and that any issued 

exclusion order will not implicate public policy concerns. 

CONCLUSION 

Samsung respectfully requests that the Commission’s Final Determination 

that Apple did not violate Section 337 with respect to the ’644 Patent be reversed.  

Alternatively, Samsung respectfully requests that the Investigation be remanded so 

that Samsung can offer evidence it was prevented from offering during the 

Investigation. 
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